PULSe Trader Workstation Enhancement Release 4.11.0
Reference ID: C2018070300

Overview
A new PULSe Trader Workstation release will be rolled out beginning the week of July 2, 2018. PULSe
users will be notified in advance of the rollout to their specific terminals. The enhancements in this
release are described below.

Order Log





A new feature has been added to allow users to email or export a user-specified list of order fills
from the Order Log. Prior to this feature addition, users were required to resend the full fill list
each time a new fill was being exported or emailed.
The Order Type filter in the Order Log has been expanded to include the Cabinet order type.
The search date in the Historic Order Log has been modified to default to the previous business
day upon login. If changed from the default value to a new value, the new value will remain
until the user logs out and back in again, at which point the value will again default to the
previous day.

Cboe Futures Exchange (CFE) Complex Order Book



A quantity filter has been added to the CFE Complex Order Book (COB) view. Orders will
display in the COB view only if the COB quantity is equal to or greater than the filter setting.
Strategy orders in the CFE COB are defined as Buying the strategy with the legs of the strategy
displayed accordingly. A change will now allow users who wish to Sell the strategy to view the
legs opposite to the defined order leg display.

Other Enhancements


PULSe users who utilize the contra or duplicate functionality that is available in the order log
will have the ability to choose an existing order in the Order log and create a paired order from

either a simple contra order or from a duplicate order. Prior to this enhancement, a contra or
duplicate order could not be changed to another order type.

Additional Information
Questions regarding this upgrade may be directed to Cboe PULSe Help Desk and to the Cboe Operations
Support Center (OSC).
We appreciate your continued support and will work hard every day to keep earning your business by
powering your potential to stay ahead of an evolving market. As always, we are committed to our
customers and to making markets better as your partner in trading.
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